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QUESTION 1

An architect must use metrics from a client\\'s existing CMS environments. Which metric is LEAST valuable? 

A. CMS storage requirements 

B. Average daily requests of users visiting the site 

C. CPU clock speed of the servers D. Percentage of requests offloaded by the CDN 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

During a discovery workshop, a content editor must be able to publish any page for English and French versions of the
website. The architect could put the extra permission against only the specific user profile. Instead, the architect creates
a group, sets the group\\'s permissions, then the replicates permissions on the both content/en and content/fr nodes. 

What is the likely reason for the architect\\'s decision? 

A. Groups are easier to administer and manage user access rights. 

B. Groups provide greater granularity of control over users. 

C. Groups integrate into third-party security such as LDAP. 

D. Group privileges are stronger than user privileges. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An architect is conducting a discovery on a client\\'s current CMS implementation. The architect must identify which
functionality is missing from the client\\'s current implementation. 

What should the architect do? 

A. Use documentation provided by the client 

B. Speak to the key stakeholders about how to use the system 

C. Speak to the IT department about how the system is built 

D. Gain access to the system and review code 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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An architect must optimize the performance of the home page of a client\\'s website. The client requires that search
engines index the home page content. 

The home page must NOT be cacheable because it displays a list of recently shared articles. 

This list is generated by using an AEM component that performs a real-time look-up to an API from a third-party
company. 

Which solution should the architect choose? 

A. Replace the real-time API access with a scheduled job inside AEM that runs every 15 minutes to update the data and
trigger a dispatcher cache flush 

B. Replace the AEM component\\'s server-side logic with a JavaScript widget provided by the third p 

C. Cache the home page using the Dispatcher and implement a cron job to remove the cached file every 15 minutes 

D. Cache the rest of the home page and deliver the recently shared article list using AJAX 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A company\\'s entertainment website contains the following features: 

A homepage with a consistent toolbar and listing of articles by category 

A community page 

Individual article pages containing a combination of text and images. 

End users are able to create new forums, browse article by category, log in using a modal dialog box, and search from
the toolbar. 

How many AEM templates should the architect create? 

A. Ten 

B. Seven 

C. Five 

D. Three 

Correct Answer: B 
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